Dear Contact Persons,

You already ordered or plan to order an Expo Suite / Function Space (Hospitality Suite) during the ESC Congress 2007. Expo Suites / Function Spaces can solely be reserved through the ESC. The ESC will only be responsible for Expo Suites / Function Spaces in the Messe Wien.

During the ESC Congress 2007, all Expo Suites / Function Spaces will be built by the venue’s official builder EXPOXX. 14 Expo Suites will be built outside the Zone 2 in a tent and 4 Function Spaces will be built in the Zone 5.

Requests for Expo Suites / Function Spaces should be addressed to ESC offices. The ESC will invoice the company and confirm the order to EXPOXX. Each company thereafter is responsible for organising in accordance with EXPOXX its individual needs such as furniture, AV equipment or supplies. Catering can be ordered to Gerstner Exhibition & Congress Catering.

- **EXPO SUITES - Zone 2**

**LOCATION**

14 Expo Suites will be built in a tent outside, between Zone 2 and Industry Coach Parking area.
DESCRIPTION

12 modules of 42 m².
2 modules of 35 m².

**1 metre gap between each room within the tent.**

- **Flooring:** one way carpet including laying, sheet covering and disposal. Colour to be chosen on commercial catalogue.
- **Front:** Walls made of modular structures of aluminium with light grey panels, frosted Perspex panels and a light grey double door element.
- **Sides:** Walls made of modular structures of aluminium with light grey panels.
- **Ceiling:** False ceiling made of white cloth and a wooden main beam, ready to house the room lighting.
- **Lighting:** 2 electricity rails included 4 spotlights 75W per room operated from a switch. Main electric connection 2.2 KW and power consumption.
- **Corporative image:** Access porch will be personalized with individual name panel and a 3 x 1 m general sign over the tent is planned.

DRAWINGS AND LAYOUT
FUNCTION SPACES - Zone 5

LOCATION

4 Function Spaces will be built in Zone 5.

DESCRIPTION

4 modules of 48 m².

- Flooring: one way carpet including laying, sheet covering and disposal. Colour to be chosen on commercial catalogue.
- Front: Walls made of modular structures of aluminium with light grey panels, frosted Perspex panels and a light grey double door element.
- Sides: Walls made of modular structures of aluminium with light grey panels.
- Ceiling: False ceiling made of white cloth and a wooden main beam, ready to house the room lighting.
- Lighting: 2 electricity rails included 4 spotlights 75W per room operated from a switch. Main electric connection 2.2 KW and power consumption.
- Corporative image: Access porch will be personalized with individual name panel.

DRAWINGS
• **OPTIONAL PACKAGES**

These optional packages apply to Expo Suites of 35 and 42 m² and Function Spaces of 48 m².

**THEATRE CONFIGURATION**

- 31 chairs: Comodo grey.
- 2 Lockable cupboards: Wenge.
- Daily cleaning
- 1 lectern: white.
- 2 Shock proof socket: triple.

**MEETING ROOM CONFIGURATION**

- 16 chairs: Comodo grey.
- 7 tables: Chrome2.
- 2 Lockable cupboards: Wenge.
- Daily cleaning
- 1 lectern: white.
- 2 Shock proof socket: triple.

**BOARD ROOM CONFIGURATION**

- 16 chairs: Comodo grey.
- 8 tables: Chrome2.
- Daily cleaning
- 2 Lockable cupboards: Wenge.
- 2 Shock proof socket: triple.
HOSPITALITY ROOM CONFIGURATION

- 6 chairs: Disco.
- 6 Leatherchair: Cosa black.
- 2 tables: Chrome3.
- 2 Couchtable: Cosa.
- 3 Lockable cupboards: Wenge.
- 1 Clothes stand: white.
- 2 Shock proof socket: triple.
- Daily cleaning

DEADLINES

Expo Suites / Function Spaces ordered before **May 31, 2007**.
Optional package and additional items before **July 13, 2007**.

COSTS

All Expo Suites / Function Spaces rented for a 5 day package.
5 day package: Friday 31 August to Tuesday 04 September, 2007 / 08:00 to 19:00.

Expo Suites (outside Zone 2):
- Module of 42 m²: 10 600 €.
- Module of 35 m²: 9 600 €.
Including 1% legal charges / excluding 20% VAT

Function Spaces (Zone 5):
- Module of 48 m²: 12 000 €
Including 1% legal charges / excluding 20% VAT

- Theatre configuration: 925.60 €.
- Meeting room configuration: 822.20 €.
- Board room configuration: 774.50 €.
- Hospitality room configuration: 1 015.30 €
Excluding 20% VAT and 1% legal charges

Air con: 12 € per m².
Excluding 20% VAT and 1% legal charges

CONTACTS

ORDER

Expo Suites: exhibition@escardio.org
Function Spaces: satellite@escardio.org
BUILDING / FURNITURE / AV / OTHER SUPPLIES

EXPOXX
Mr. Michael Schilcher
Expoxx Messebau GmbH
Messeplatz 1, PF 277
A-1021 Wien
Austria

Tel: +43 (0)1 727 20 557
Fax: +43 (0)1 720 19 52
Email: Michael.schilcher@expoxx.at
www.expoxx.at

CATERING

Gerstner Exhibition & Congress Catering
Mr. Andrea Jann
Messeplatz 1
A-1020 Wien
Austria

Tel: +43-1-743 44 22 7830
Fax: +43-1-743 44 22 7838
jann@gerstner.at

IMPORTANT

All Expo Suites / Function Spaces rented for a 5 day package;
- Expo Suites / Function Spaces are available from Friday 31 August to Tuesday 04 September, 2007.
- Expo Suites / Function Spaces are open from 08:00 to 19:00.